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Before we start: What questions are on

your mind about group brainstorming or

facilitating sessions? Just chat over

numerous questions.

Be sure to have a journal or paper to do the

activities & capture your ideas & thoughts

The “How To” of Expert Brainstorming

Part III: Group Brainstorming Sessions

+ Great topic & questions. 

+ Crowdsourcing brainstorm with stakeholders 

- Less than .5 ideas per person!?!?!

- Rules      -Brainstormer training      -Facilitation

Top Voted GreenGov Ideas



Conditions for the Perfect Storm

How to Mind Map (Tony Buzan)

* Start in the center of a blank page turned sideways. Why? Because

starting in the center gives your brain freedom to spread out in all

directions and to express itself more freely and naturally.

* Connect your main branches to the central image and connect

your second and third level branches to the first and second levels,

etc. Why? Because your brain works by association. If you connect

the branches you will understand and remember a lot more easily.

* Use one key word per line. Why? Because single key words give

your mind map more power and flexibility. Each single word

generates its own special array of associations and connections.



Mindmap your brainstorming program



Program to Professionalize

Brainstormers

! Recruiting

! Screening

! Assessing

! Profiling

! Training

! Selecting

! Innovating
! Performance history:

! 2006 first 10 pro brainstorms
averaged 427 ideas per session

! Post training 10 brainstorms
averaged 732 ideas per session
(2007)

! Ideas per brainstormer
increased from 42 to 77 ideas
per session

Train and develop the most creative consumers, brainstormers, and innovators

- 2008 brainstorms

average over 1,000 ideas

per session and over 100

per person.

Group Brainstorming

Rules

1) Defer judgment

2) Encourage wild ideas

3) Build on the ideas of others

4) Stay focused on the topic

5) One conversation at a time

6) Be visual

7) Go for quantity
(Alex Osborn & IDEO)



Who is Brainstorming?



How to Cook a Turkey

“Put [the turkey] in the oven for four minutes. The oven is hot--hotter
than the sun--about 30 degrees.”

“Put the turkey in a big bowl and put it in the oven. Cook the turkey
for 15 hours. It is done when it's not burned. Climb inside and
eat it, but only after you shut off the oven.”

“To get our turkey we go to a chicken farm (they have turkeys too).
You get a net and put the net over the turkey. We put him in a
box and he sits in the front seat with Mom. I sit in the back seat
with my brothers, Dominic and Noah. The turkey squeaks all the
way home. Mom takes him out of the box and he flies around.
Mom cleans him in the sink with a washcloth. She cleans his
head first. Then she puts him in a pan and puts popcorn all over
him--even inside him! She adds water and sticks him in the
microwave. She cooks him for 4 minutes.

Question Funnel

1. What are ideas around what a positive

culture of innovation in our organization

could be like or feature?

5. What are ideas for programs, events, or

activities that could engage all employees

in their own innovation project?

Multiple targeted questions organized from general to specific

2. How might we innovate the way

innovation happens in an organization

through better processes using the web?

3. How might we assess individuals, identify

strengths, educate, enact, and build efficacy

to innovate realistically successfully?

4.What projects might we start to create

something new systematically and provide

experience in innovation?



Funnel Specific Question

Creation

   Get more specific to theme of greatest interest:

6. What might we create new systematically &

provide experience in innovation through

organization and individual project starts?

   New 6a. What are ideas around new products to

create to help people innovate in our

organization?

   New 6b. What are products that would allow any

individual in our organization a chance to create,

capture, and deposit, and share 10 ideas with

colleagues?

Catalyzing Questions

Experiences

Nuisances

Benefits

Other Products

Quick Wins
Create Questions that Access the Relevant Ideas

Create Buckets



Statement Associations

! Look at a statement, word, or headline.

What ideas can you associate to your problem from that

statement?

! Look through a newspaper in a new way.

Use the titles as stimulus for associations.

! Example:

“Life takes Risks.”

! People can keep a risk log about the positive risks that they have

taken and journal about what they have correspondingly learned.

Picture Associations

! Find a picture.  What ideas does it give you?
How can it relate to your problem?

! Accumulate a wide range of different
pictures that can be used as stimulus.

! Example:

! Picture of fish swimming: Swim with the
innovation current. Create a current

for people to easily swim with to
innovate.

! Fingerprint: Each individual should

have a say in the innovation they

uniquely create.

Picture Associations



Object Associations

! Look at an object that has either been given to you or

one around the room.  What ideas can you get from it for

your problem?

! What objects can you acquire as stimulus for ideas?

! Example:

! White wall. Give people white board walls where they can

always write ideas and strategies on.





BRAINSTORMING TECHNIQUES

1. BRAINRAIN

2. BUCKETS

3. SCAMPER

4. PROBLEMS

5. VISUALIZATIONS

6. METAPHORS

7. UNREAL

8. IMAGES



AFTER THE STORM: Brainstormer Analysis & Synthesis



BrainReactions.net

Brainwriting Brainstorms

online brainstorming, idea capture, and analysis

! Problems brainstorming within organizations

! Problems capturing ideas from many different
people

! Brainwriting has proven effective within
organization (writing rather than saying ideas
in front of the group)

! Simple system needed for employees and
customers to brainstorm with

! Idea spaces that are intentional and private

! Invite Others (Inside + Outside innovation)
(Employees + Customers)

! Simple idea analysis of letting good ideas rise
to the top

.

Online Group Brainstorm

Live: 180 ideas from 7 people in 1 hour

Total: 223 ideas from 41 people at BrainReactions.net 



Idea Generating in the

Field

Go to a place where your products are

served, services are rendered, or where

people are experiencing the problem you
are trying to solve.

Generate ideas from individual observations.

Jot these ideas in your journal. How can
your new idea connect in an observation?



Pumping Ideas out from Within



BrainReactions Resources

Brainstorming Training: BrainstormingTechniques.org

Front End of Innovation Training: InnovationTraining.org

Online Brainstorming, Idea Management,

and Analysis: www.brainreactions.net

Author & Presenter Darin Eich’s Email:

darin.eich@brainreactions.com
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